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Time information widely exists in various real-world applications and RDF 

(Resource Description Framework) has been using as a data model and representation 

format for semantic data processing. With the rapid growth of RDF data with time 

features, efficient and effective management of temporal RDF data is an important task. 

For this purpose, we propose to index temporal RDF data in the paper. We propose a 

novel temporal RDF data index structure. We present its two levels of indexes: the first 

one is a global index for time information of RDF triples and the second is a local index 

for non-time information of RDF triples. We exploit efficient algorithms to build the 

global index and the local index. We evaluate our index approach from index 

performances and querying performances. The experimental results show that our index 

approach is scalable and efficient.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The resource description framework (RDF) [1] is a metadata model recommended 

by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) for building an infrastructure of 

machine-readable semantics for resources on the Web. Currently, RDF data model is 

finding an increasing use in a wide range of web data management scenarios. Many 

applications have started using RDF as a data model and representation format for 

semantic data processing. For example, Bio2RDF [2] uses RDF model to build a network 

for life sciences; Lexvo [4] takes the entity information about language and literature into 

semantic network; LinkedMDB [5] releases the opening data about movies to build the 

first movie semantic web; GovTrack [6] releases the overall opening and publishes the 

information about congressional representatives and senators. Furthermore, the Linked 

Open Data (LOD) [7] provides one large RDF data cloud by linking web data from a 

diverse set of domains like DBpedia [3] from Wikipedia. With the increasing amount of 

RDF data available, efficient management of RDF data is of crucial importance [8]. 

Among the issues of RDF data management, indexing plays an important role in RDF 

data query and it is especially true for querying large-scaled RDF data [9-18].  

Time information widely exists in various real-world applications such as sensor 

network [15], biology [16], industry [17] and so on. Typically, some data may be 

available or correct at a certain time point or in a given time interval. In addition, some 

historical data need to be recorded. So, it is necessary to manage temporal data 

effectively. A core issue in temporal data management is to establish a suitable temporal 

data model [18]. A number of temporal data models, for example, temporal database 

model and temporal ER/EER model [19], have been proposed. More recently, with the 

wide utilization of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) for data representation and 
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exchange on the Web, temporal XML model has been proposed as well [20]. Temporal 

XML provides an infrastructure of managing temporal data on the Web. 

RDF has been extensively applied for resource description. But traditional RDF can 

only reflect that a majority of facts is static in the real world. In order to model the facts 

that are valid only for a limited amount of time, several efforts have been made to deal 

with temporal information with RDF. Temporal RDF model is first proposed in [21, 22], 

in which a syntax and semantics for temporal RDF are provided. Several issues such as 

reasoning [23] and query [24] are investigated in the context of temporal RDF. We argue 

that a number of RDF data are temporally relevant and efficient queries of large-scaled 

RDF data rely on RDF index. Indexing temporal RDF data is not carefully considered yet. 

So, we investigate the issue of temporal RDF index in this paper. Temporal RDF index 

can play an important role in RDF data management and especially improve RDF query 

efficiency.  

In this paper, we propose a two-level temporal RDF index. First, we apply K-D tree 

index as the global index to index temporal information about RDF data. Second, we 

apply bitmap index as a local index to index RDF triple information. Combinedly using 

K-D tree index and bitmap index, we propose the two-level temporal RDF indexes. The 

main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 

(1) We propose a temporal RDF data model with transaction time instead of the 

existing temporal RDF data models with valid time. 

(2) On the basis of the temporal RDF data model proposed in the paper, we propose 

an index model for the temporal RDF data model. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first effort to construct index directly against the temporal RDF triple 

model. 

(3) We develop an efficient algorithm for constructing temporal RDF indexes. We 

further evaluate the performances of our index approach with experiments by 

constructing the synthetic temporal RDF datasets from the traditional 

benchmark LUBM. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief 

overview of related work in temporal RDF model and classical RDF index. Section 3 

proposes our scheme about temporal RDF index and the index algorithm. Section 4 

presents the experimental evaluations of our approach. Section 5 concludes this paper 

and sketches our future work. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The present work in this paper is closely related to the issues of classical RDF index 

and temporal RDF modeling. 

2.1 Index for RDF Data 

In order to improve RDF query efficiency, some efforts have been made in RDF 

index and several index schemes are proposed for different application scenarios. 

Basically, we can identify two categories of RDF data index models: one is based on the 

triples and the other is based on the RDF graph. The former constructs the 

undifferentiated index structure about three triple elements. The latter builds the indexes 
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according to the features of RDF graph. 

In [9], the sextuple indexing model is proposed, which extends the method of 

vertical partitioning and treats subjects, predicates, and objects equally. Each element 

type of RDF triples (i.e., subjects, predicates, and objects) should have a special index 

structure. The index is equivalent to a partition indexing scheme. The bitmap index for 

triples is proposed in [10], which contains three composite bitmap indexes. A composite 

bitmap contains two columns as keys. The keys of those composite bitmap are composite 

values of predicate-subject, predicate-object, and subject-object. In [11], Up and Down 

documents are introduced to store temporal RDF data. With respect to an object element 

of triples, the Up document stores the data group that has a predicate as a key and 

subjects as its values (e.g., {“predicate1”:[subject1, subject2, ..., subjectn]}, ..., 

{“predicaten”:[subjectn+1, subjectn+2, ..., subjectm]}). With respect to a subject element of 

triples, the Down document stores objects (e.g., [object1, object2, ..., objectn]).  

In [12], the RG-index is proposed, which can improve the filtering power of triples. 

The RG-index can index graph patterns in RDF graph. In [13], RDF graph is mapped to 

an index structure, where the index nodes are a collection of the nodes of the original 

RDF graph and the index edges are those of equivalent types. Based on RDF graph, 

indexed graphs are generated in [14]. Each of the indexed graphs creates a similar set of 

indexed graphs. The created index graph is a summary of the paths derived from the 

corresponding data graph. So, the index graph is data-oriented structure and the same 

path elements are placed in an element group. 

We summarize current major RDF indexes in Table 1. 

Table 1. Major RDF indexes 

 Index based on RDF triples Index based on RDF graph 

Representation (S, P, O） RDF graph 

Structure of index Document Summary graph 

Way of query Single element query Path query 

Storage Relatively large Relatively small 

2.2 Temporal Data Modeling in RDF 

Temporal data modeling has been investigated in the context of databases (e.g., [19]) 

and XML (e.g., [20]). Two major temporal dimensions are considered in temporal 

databases and XML, which are valid time and transaction time. Valid time is the time 

when data is valid in the modeled world; the transaction time is the time when data is 

actually stored in the data model. More recently, the temporal RDF model is proposed. In 

[21, 22], a temporal triple is defined as an RDF triple with a temporal label which is a 

natural number. Then a temporal triple has the form (a, b, c):[t1, t2], where (a, b, c) is a 

triple and [t1, t2] is a time interval. Then (a, b, c):[t1, t2] represents the time period when 

the triple is valid in the real world.  

To represent historical information in RDF, temporal properties are considered in 

[27], where a temporal triple has a form of (s, p:[start, end], o). Here p:[start, end] is a 

temporal property and the effective interval of property p is [start, end]. A 

straightforward extension to the case of indeterminate triples is proposed in [25]. The 

temporal RDF database consists of a set of temporally annotated RDF triples with a form 

of (subject, property:annotation, object) [26]. The annotation of a tRDF triple can take 
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one of the following forms:  

⚫ (s, p:{T}, o), 

⚫ (s, p:<n:T>, o), and 

⚫ (s, p:[n:T], o) 

Here n is a natural number and T is a time interval. Then (s, p:{T}, o) represents a 

relationship p between s and o, and p holds at time interval T. (s, p:<n:T>, o) represents a 

relationship p between s and o, and p holds at least at n distinct time points in T. (s, 

p:[n:T], o) represents a relationship p between s and o, and p holds at most at n distinct 

time points in T.  

Although some efforts have devoted to RDF index and temporal RDF data modeling 

has received more attention, the research works of temporal RDF data processing are still 

scarce. Several issues such as reasoning [23] and query [24] are investigated in the 

context of temporal RDF. However, to the best of our knowledge, only the work in [26] 

investigates the issue of indexing temporal RDF data. The present paper is different from 

[26] in two major aspects. First, the temporal RDF data model in this paper is different 

from the temporal RDF data model in [26]. This paper can deal with the transaction time 

while the papers of [26] and [21, 22] can only deal with the valid time. Second, the 

tGRIN index structure proposed in [26] is built upon the relational databases which 

physically store temporal RDF data rather than directly upon temporal RDF triples.  

3. TEMPORAL RDF INDEX 

Let U be a set of URI references, L a set of literals, and P a set of properties. Then, 

an RDF triple is a triple (s, p, o) in U × P × (U  L). The elements s, p, and o of RDF 

triples are called the subject, property (also called predicate) and object, respectively.  

3.1 Structure of temporal RDF index 

The basic idea of temporal RDF is to annotate triples or/and triple elements (i.e., 

subject (s), property (p) and object (o)) with temporal labels. There are two types of 

temporal labels, which are transaction time and valid time, respectively. Transaction time 

is applied to record the time that a transaction (e.g., an operation or change) occurs. Valid 

time is applied to record the time that data occurs and remains in the real world. In other 

words, valid time is the time when data is semantically true in the real world. Basically, 

there are two forms to represent temporal labels. First, the temporal label with a form of 

[ts, te] means a time interval, representing the valid time period or transaction time 

period of the corresponding entity. Second, the temporal label with a form of [t] means a 

time point, representing the valid time point or transaction time point of the 

corresponding entity. Here we would operate on RDF data to get the corresponding 

results. At this point, transaction time can truthfully record the history of data changes in 

operations. Therefore, in this paper, we concentrate on transaction time as a main 

temporal dimension rather than valid time. 

Definition 1. A temporal triple is an RDF triple with a time interval. Formally, a 

temporal RDF triple is denoted (s, p, o):[ts, te], in which s, p, and o represent the subject, 

predict and object, respectively, and [ts, te] represents a transaction time starting at ts and 

ending at te. A temporal RDF data model is a set of temporal RDF triples with the form 
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of {(s, p, o):[ts, te] | ts ≤ te}. Here ts and te are the two time points. 

Fig. 1 presents a simple example of temporal RDF data model which contains some 

temporal RDF triples. 

 

t1 (sue, type, CEO):[4, 10] t7 (likes, type, socialRel):[0, 20] 

t2 (crispin, type, VP):[0, 20] t8 (knows, type, socialRel):[0, 20] 

t3 (sue, manage, joe):[9, 13] t9 (yonei, knows, yong):[3, 9] 

t4 (jane, firend, lucy):[3, 9] t10 (yong, report, tamae):[3, 18] 

t5 (crispin, knows, larry):[6, 15] t11 (report, type, social):[9, 13] 

t6 (larry, likes, sarah):[6, 15] t12 (joe, report, jane):[3, 18] 

Fig. 1. An example of temporal RDF data model 

 

To index temporal RDF data, we introduce two concepts named interval list and 

triple group. The interval list of a temporal RDF data model contains all unduplicated 

transaction time of the temporal triples. For the temporal triples with the same transaction 

time, we remove their transaction time and then obtain a group of triples called a triple 

group. As a result, each transaction time in the interval list corresponds to a triple group 

and the interval list corresponds to a set of triple groups.  

Example 1. Let us look at the temporal RDF data model in Fig. 1. Its interval list is 

{[4, 10], [3, 18], [9, 13], [6, 15], [3, 9], [0, 20]}. For the interval [0, 20], we have a triple 

group {(likes, type, socialRel), (knows, type, socialRel), (crispin, type, VP)}. 

K-D tree index is a space-partitioning data structure for organizing the points in a 

k-dimensional space, which is mainly used to retrieve multi-dimensional data with a very 

high efficiency [28]. A transaction time is typically a two-dimensional data, containing 

starting and ending transaction times. So, we adopt a K-D tree to index the interval list of 

a temporal RDF data model and then obtain a temporal K-D tree index. With the 

temporal K-D tree index, it is easy to determine if a given transaction time is included in 

the interval list.  

Being a binary tree of log2N height, K-D tree is built by recursively decomposing 

the point set into two equal subsets according to the median data of the dimension whose 

variance of the data is larger [29]. Data points themselves are stored in the leaves, which 

divide the plane into disjoint and rectangular areas that contain a single point. For the 

interval list of the temporal RDF model in Example 1, for example, its regional 

segmentation diagram is shown in Fig. 2. And then the temporal K-D tree index for the 

interval list, which is shown in Fig. 3, contains all elements of the interval list as its 

nodes and each non-leaf node has two children nodes. 

Note that the temporal K-D tree can only index temporal RDF data at a level of time 

intervals. To speed up retrieval of triples, we do need to further index the triples in each 

triple group. The index for triples themselves is called local index and the temporal K-D 

tree index is called the global index in this paper. In the local index, we use composition 

bitmap to index each triple group. Here bitmap, which applies an array for storage, is a 

special kind of database indexing technology and is applied to index traditional RDF 

triples in [10]. Considering various possible query conditions, we propose three 

composition indexes in this paper. The keys of composition bitmaps are subject-predict 

(s-p for short), predict-object (p-o for short), and object-subject (o-s for short) complex 
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values, respectively. We store the above composite index in an array bmn, where m and n 

are the numbers of rows and columns in the array, respectively. Generally speaking, we 

use b00 to store the corresponding transaction time of the triple group. In the s-p key 

bitmap, for example, b[i][0] (i > 0) is applied to store all subjects, b[0][j] (j > 0) to store all 

predicts, and b[i][j] (i > 0 and j > 0) to store the corresponding objects. If a bitmap index 

contains such triples that have the same subject and predict but different objects, that is, 

b[i][j] corresponds to a number of different objects, they are treated as the part of b[i][j]. 

 

Fig. 2. Regional segmentation diagram                Fig. 3. K-D tree index 

 

Let us look at the triple group that corresponds to the interval [0, 20] in Example 1. 

Three composition bitmap indexes for the triple group are shows in Fig. 4. The key 

values of these three composition bitmap indexes are s-p, p-o, and o-s, respectively. 

Fig. 4. (a) s-p composite bitmap index          Fig. 4. (b) p-o composite bitmap index 

 
[0,20][0,20]

VP

crispin

{type}

socialRel null

likes

null

{type}

knows

null

{type}
 

Fig. 4. (c) o-s composite bitmap index 

 

Combinedly using the temporal K-D tree index and the composition bitmap indexes, 

we can construct the index structure of temporal RDF data. The temporal RDF index 

structure is a tree model. We define the temporal RDF index tree as follows. 

Definition 2. The model of temporal RDF index tree has a form of (N, C, V). 

(1) N is a set of nodes of the index tree. Three types of nodes can be identified: 

non-leaf node (denoted nn), leaf node (denoted nl) and empty node (denoted ne). Then we 

have N = {nn}{nl}{ne}. 

(2) C: N→N is a set of parent-child relationships between nodes. For two nodes ni 

and nj, C(ni) = nj means that ni is the patent of nj, in which ni {nn} and nj  

[0,20][0,20]

type

socialRel

{crispin,likes,knows}

[0,20][0,20]

crispin

likes

knows

type

{VP}

{socialRel}

{socialRel}

{[9,13]}

{[3,9]}

^

{[3,18]}

{[4,10]}

^ ^

{[0,20]}

^ ^

{[6,15]}

^ ^
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{nn}{nl}{ne}. For node ni {nn}, it has three leaf nodes and two non-leaf/empty 

nodes as its children. 

(3) V: N→value is an assignment function. For a non-leaf node nn  N, V (nn) is a 

list of time intervals (i.e., V (nn) = {[ts, te]}). For a leaf node nl, V (nl) is a composition 

bitmap {b[i][j]}. 

 
{[9,13]}

s-p friend

jane {lucy}

yonei null

knows

null

{yong}

s-p type

sue {CEO}

null

null

[3,9] friend

jane {lucy}

yonei null

knows

null

{yong}

[4,10] type

sue {CEO}

null

null

[3,9] lucy

friend {jane}

knows null

yong

null

{yonei}

[4,10] null

type null

CEO

{sue}

[3,9] jane

lucy {friend}

yong null

yonei

null

{knows}

[4,10] null

CEO null

sue

{type}

{[3,9]}

^

{[3,18]}

s-p friend

jane
{lucy

}
yonei null

[0,20] type

crispin {VP}

likes {socialRel}

yonei nullknows {socialRel}

s-p friend

jane {lucy} {likes,knows}

[0,20] VP

type {crispin}

socialRel

s-p friend

jane {lucy} null

[0,20] crispin

VP {type}

likes

jane {lucy} {type}socialRel null

null

knows

{type}

{[4,10]}

^ ^

{[0,20]}

^ ^
friend
{lucy

}
null

[6,15] knows

crispin {larry}

larry null

likes

null

{sarah}

friend

{lucy}

null

[6,15] larry

knows {crispin}

likes null

sarah

null

{larry}

friend

{lucy}

null

[6,15] crispin

larry {knows}

sarah null

larry

null

{likes}

friend

{lucy}

null

[3,18] report

yong {tamae}

joe {jame}

{lucy

}

[3,18] tamae

report {yong}

jane

{joe}

friend
{lucy

}
null

[3,18] yong

tamae {report}

jane null

joe

null

{report}

{lucy

}
null

[9,13] manage

sue {joe}

report null

type

null

{socialRel}

friend

{lucy}

null

[9,13] joe

manage {sue}

type null

socialRel

null

{report}

friend

{lucy}

null

[9,13] sue

joe {manage}

socialRel null

report

null

{type}

{[6,15]}

^ ^

Fig. 5. Temporal RDF index 

 

We give an example to illustrate the temporal RDF index tree. In Example 1, we 

have the interval list {[4, 10], [3, 18], [9, 13], [6, 15], [3, 9], [0, 20]}. To obtain a short 

interval list included in the root node of the temporal RDF index tree, we first calculate 

the variance of data on the first and second dimensions, respectively. According to the 

variance of the second dimension that is larger than the variance of the first dimension, 

we take the median 13 of the second-dimension interval and then obtain the root node 

data [9, 13]. The two subsets were {[3, 9], [4, 10]} and {[6, 15], [3, 18], [0, 20]}. The 

root node has five children: two non-leaf nodes and three leaf nodes. Finally, we have the 

temporal RDF tree index of the temporal RDF data in Fig. 1, which is shown in Fig. 5. 
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To sum up, we first construct the temporal K-D tree index of the interval list as the 

global index and then construct the composition bitmap index of the triple group as the 

local index. Note that the composite bitmaps in [10] are used only for regular RDF data 

without temporal information. It does not work for temporal RDF and temporal querying. 

The temporal index proposed above first construct the global index based on temporal 

information and then the local index based on the time intervals and the triples. When 

querying temporal RDF triples, the global index is used to quickly locate the group of 

triples and then the local composite bitmap index is used to quickly locate the triples that 

satisfy the given temporal query. Compared with the whole composite bitmaps for 

regular RDF data without temporal information, the size of the individual local 

composite bitmap index that is used for a given temporal querying is very smaller. So, 

the proposed index is more efficient for massive temporal RDF data querying than the 

index of regular RDF without temporal information. We argue that the proposed index 

needs few additional spaces to store the global index, but it is time-efficient for querying. 

More important, the proposed index supports temporal information processing. 

3.2 Algorithm of indexing temporal RDF 

Our index approach is to find suitable triple groups according to the time intervals in 

the nodes of the index tree. We can validate the appropriate temporal triples within the 

triple group based on the non-temporal elements of triples. We first propose Algorithm 1 

to build a global index of intervals. Algorithm 1 is actually used to build the temporal 

K-D tree index and create non-leaf nodes of temporal RDF index structure, where each 

node has five child nodes. The leftmost and rightmost children of the node can be further 

built with Algorithm 1. The middle three child nodes are built with Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 1. Global index 

Input:  temporal RDF data set S 

Output: temporal RDF index 

1. I  getTimeInterval(S)               // traverse the dataset to get all time intervals 

2. CreateNode (I, S) { 

3.  If I is null Return null 

4.   Split (I) { 

5.    D  judgeDimension (I)    

6.    Mid  getMidValue (I, D)       

7.   } 

8.   Node.Data  getMidInterval (D, I, Mid)  

// get the list of intervals whose value is Mid on dimension D 

9.   I_left  getleftInterval (D, I) 

             // get the list of intervals whose value is less than Mid on dimension D 

10.   call local index (Node.Data, S) 

11.   Node.left  CreateNode (I_left, S) 

12.   I_right  getrightInterval (D, I) 

             // get the list of intervals whose value is greater than Mid on dimension D 

13.   Node.right  CreateNode (I_right, S) 

14. } 

15. judgeDimension(I){                  // get the split dimension 
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Algorithm 1 shows the overall processing of building the global index of temporal 

RDF model. The node value of the global index is the time interval of the temporal RDF 

triples, so the interval list of the temporal RDF dataset needs to be obtained before the 

index is built. In Algorithm1, we process temporal RDF dataset by traversing the dataset 

to get the time interval list I (line 1). Then we start to build K-D tree, there are two main 

inputs for creating nodes: interval list I and temporal RDF dataset S. If I is null, the 

algorithm returns null (line 3). This means that a branch of the index tree is built. If I is 

not null, we need to create a new node of the index tree. We process I to obtain the split 

dimension D and split value Mid (lines 5-8). We deal with the value of each dimension in 

I and obtain the variance of each dimension. We compare all the variance to get the 

larger variance and the corresponding dimension. The function judgeDimension returns 

the split dimension dimension (lines 15-26). Before we get Mid, we sort the interval list 

according to the data on D. This step simplifies the later steps of getting the interval lists 

I_left and I_right. Then, we obtain the list T, which contains all data of the dimension-th 

dimensional data in I. Next, we can get Mid on D (line 27-32). The interval in which Mid 

is located is obtained by D and I, which is the value of the current node Node (line 8). 

Next, we need to build the child nodes of Node. Our index also contains local indexes, 

which are child nodes of the current node. In addition, the local index is mainly realized 

by calling Algorithm 2 (line11). The construction of the other child nodes is mainly to 

recursively call the part of creating nodes itself (lines 9-13). The input temporal RDF 

dataset S is the same with Node. However, the input interval list of the part of creating 

nodes is different from the previous interval list I. The interval list I_left of the left child 

node is all the intervals on D of the interval list whose value is smaller than the 

intermediate value Mid. The interval list I_right of the right child node is all the intervals 

on D of the interval list whose value is larger than the intermediate value Mid. We can 

construct child nodes with interval lists and data sets. In this way, the index of the 

temporal RDF is finally completed. 

The time complexity of the algorithm is O (knlogn), where k is the number of 

16.   Set maxDimension=0, maxVariance=0; 

17.   For( all dimension in I){ 

18.    Set var=getVariance(I, dimension) 

19.    If(var>maxVariance){ 

20.     maxVariance=var 

21.     maxDimension=dimension 

22.    } 

23.   } 

24.   dimension=maxDimension; 

25.   return dimension; 

26. } 

27. getMidValue(I, D){                       // get the median in dimension D 

28.   sort I according to the data on dimension D 

29.   TgetAllTime(I, D)                 //getAllTime:get all data on dimension D 

30.   MidVlauegetMedian(T)          //getMedian: get the median of T 

31.   return MidValue 

32. } 
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time intervals and n is the number of temporal triples.  

In Algorithm 1, we call Algorithm 2 to build a local index, that is, the corresponding 

composition bitmaps. Algorithm 2 is actually used to build the composition bitmap 

indexes and create the leaf nodes of temporal RDF index structure. The key values of 

composition bitmaps are subject-predict pairs. 

 

Algorithm 2 is used to construct the local index of temporal RDF index. It is 

possible that there are multiple intervals corresponding to the median data. All possible 

intervals need to be considered (line 1). At this point, a time interval corresponds to three 

composite bitmap indexes. The first element b00 of the bitmap b is the time interval i, 

which is related to the value of its parent node Node in Algorithm 1. We need to obtain 

the triple group G that is related to the time interval i from the temporal RDF dataset S 

(line 2). We process the temporal RDF dataset S to obtain the subjects of triples and put 

all the subjects into the subject set {Subject} without duplicates (line 3). We use the 

similar method to process the predicates to obtain the predicate set {Predict} (line 4). 

Then, we can store the elements of the subject set {Subject} and the predict set {Predict} 

in the first column bp0 of bitmap and the first row b0q of bitmap sequentially (lines 5-6). 

Finally, we need to store the object in the bitmap (lines 7-9). We process each triple t in 

G and store the object of a triple t in the position which is related to the subject and 

predict of t.  

The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O (d  n), where d is the size of the interval 

list and n is the number of the temporal triples. Its space complexity is O (n2). 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

To evaluate the performances of our approach for temporal RDF data index, we 

conduct some experiments with data sets and report experimental results. We first 

present several data sets we apply in our experiments and then our experimental results. 

4.1 Experimental data sets 

Algorithm 2. Local index 

Input: time interval I, temporal RDF dataset S 

Output: bitmap index b 

1. For(all i in the interval list I) 

2.   b00  i 

3.   G  getTripleGroup (S, i)   // get all triples in interval i in dataset S 

4.   {Subject}  getSubject (S)  // get all the subjects of the dataset S 

5.   {predict}  getPredict (S)  // get all the predicts of the dataset S 

6.   bp0  {Subject}          // 0 < p < n (n is the number of rows in the bitmap) 

7.   b0q  {predict}           // 0 < q < m (m is the number of columns in the bitmap) 

8.   For all t∈G 

9.    if (t.subject = bp0&&t.predict = b0q)    

// the subject of the triple t, t.predict: the predict of triple t 

10.     bpq = t.object 
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We apply several RDF datasets which originate from the LUBM (Lehigh University 

Benchmark) [30]. The LUBM is developed to facilitate the evaluation of Semantic Web 

repositories in a standard and systematic way. We can obtain datasets of 5 million triples 

to 28 million triples by the generator of the LUBM. Note that the triples in the LUBM do 

not contain temporal information. For our experiments of temporal RDF index, we need 

to transform the classical triples in the LUBM into temporal triples. That is, we need to 

create temporal RDF datasets based on the LUBM datasets. The basic idea is to 

randomly generate temporal intervals and add them to the classical triples.  

We evaluate the performance of our index approach by choosing several datasets 

with different size of interval lists and different numbers of temporal triples. For this 

purpose, we use the LUBM datasets and create eight different datasets named Dataset1, 

Dataset2, Dataset3, Dataset4, Dataset5, Dataset6, Dataset7 and Dataset8 by randomly 

allocating time intervals to triples. To better evaluate the temporal RDF index, we use the 

LUBM datasets and compare the index of the subsets. The characteristics of the total 

eight datasets are summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2. Characteristics of LUBM datasets 

Dataset name Size of interval list Number of triples 

dataset1 20 80 

dataset2 20 820 

dataset3 100 820 

dataset4 100 3320 

dataset5 200 3320 

dataset6 200 6620 

dataset7 400 6620 

dataset8 400 9960 

4.2 Evaluation Results 

Our experiments are implemented in JDK 1.8.0 with Eclipse and MySQL and 

performed on a system with Intel i5-2450m 2.5GHz processor, 2GB RAM, and Windows 

7 operating system. We evaluate our index approach from two major aspects, which are 

index performances and querying performances. 

(1) Index performances 

We evaluate the index performances of our index approach from several aspects, 

including the building time of the index, the node number of the index, and the storage 

space of the index. We observe how they vary over different data sets.  
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Fig. 6. Time of building index on different datasets 

First, we evaluate the time of building indexes over different datasets in Table 2. To 

better evaluate the build time of the index, we use the LUBM datasets and compare the 

indexing time of the subsets. It is shown in Fig. 6 that, generally speaking, indexing the 

datasets with more triples costs more than the datasets with fewer triples. For two 

datasets which have the same number of triples but different sizes of interval lists (e.g., 

Dataset1 and Datasets2), indexing the datasets with big size of interval list costs more 

than the datasets with the small size of interval list. In addition, for two datasets which 

have the same size of interval lists but different numbers of triples (e.g., Dataset2 and 

datasets3), indexing the datasets with more triples costs more than the datasets with 

fewer triples. We can see that the characteristics of the indexes of the LUBM datasets 

conform to the above description. 

Fig. 7. Number of index nodes             Fig. 8. Storage space of index    

 

Second, we evaluate the storage of index over different datasets in Table 2. We 

respectively show in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 how many nodes and spaces are used by the 

indexes. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that, generally speaking, the indexes over the data sets 

with more triples and big size of interval lists contain more index nodes than the data sets 

with fewer triples and small size of interval lists. For two data sets which have the same 

number of triples but different sizes of interval lists (e.g., Dataset2 and Dataset3), the 

index over the data set with a big size of interval list contains more index nodes than the 

dataset with a small size of interval list. For two data sets which have the same size of 

interval lists but different numbers of triples (e.g., Dataset1 and Dataset2), the index 

over the dataset with more triples contains more index nodes than the data set with fewer 

triples. Storage space of an index is closely related with the number of index nodes, 

which is mainly determined by the number of index nodes of composition bitmaps. So, 

like what we see in Fig. 7, we can see from Fig. 8 that the indexes over the data sets with 

more triples and big size of interval lists need more storage space than the data sets with 

fewer triples and small size of interval lists. 

To sum up, the proposed temporal RDF index is suitable for temporal RDF data sets 

that contain many triples with the same subjects, predicts, objects and time intervals. 
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(2) Querying performances 

The index is generally used to improve querying performances. In [11], several 

different types of queries are identified to evaluate the performances of querying with the 

index. 

(a) A single-triple-pattern query consists of exactly one triple pattern.  

(b) A path query consists of several connected triple patterns that form a path.  

(c) A star query consists of more than two path queries and the paths share exactly 

a common center node.  

Here we apply these three types of queries over the data sets in Table 2 and have 

Query1, Query2, and Query3, respectively. In addition, we introduce a time interval 

query which is used to get the interval of triples and have Query4. Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 

and Fig. 12 respectively show the times of each type of query over the data sets of Table 

2 by using and not using the RDF index structure. 

 

Fig. 9. Query time of Query1                 
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  Fig. 10. Query time of Query2 

It can be seen from Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 that, for a given type of query and a 

given data set, the query with index costs far less than without index. This is because 

these queries can rapidly locate right triples and save much time in searching useless 

triples. In addition, it can be seen in Fig. 12 that, for a given data set, Query4 with index 

costs much less than without index. But, compared with Query1, Query2 and Query3 

with indexes, Query4 with index cost more. This is because Query4 with the index is a 

kind of interval-based query, which needs to first search the global index and then the 

local index. Query1, Query2, and Query3 with indexes directly search the local index and 

do not need to search the global index. 
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Fig. 11. Query time of Query3                  

Fig. 12. Query time of Query4 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Time information widely exists in various real-world applications and meanwhile 

RDF has been an important model for semantic data processing. In this paper, we present 

a novel approach to index temporal RDF data, which can improve temporal RDF queries. 

The proposed index structure contains the global index of temporal RDF data and the 

local index of temporal RDF data. The global index is a kind of K-D tree index and the 

local index is a kind of composition bitmap index. So, the proposed index structure is a 

two-level index and two levels of indexes work together. The experimental results on 

datasets show that our index approach is scalable and efficient. In our future work, we 

will optimize our index approach to reduce the index space size and further improve 

query performance according to data scale and querying categories of temporal RDF. 
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